PEACE CENTRE 2020 ANNUAL REPORT

1. Introduction
This report occurs against a backdrop of dramatic developments in South Africa and
through the Pandemic, a worldwide dynamic that has so many different impacts
affecting all forms of life on the planet. It has meant a change of doing business, wide
ranging social impacts, both positive and negative and serious economic fall outs. All
of this has been a very stressful environment in which the Peace Centre has had to
find a positive pathway and manage. The Peace Centre has also had some serious
financial concerns which in turn have had its own impacts that had to be managed.
Despite all of the challenges there has been a silver lining which this report will point
out.
The Peace Centre Board and task team are extremely thankful for the support that
has been rendered both through financial donations and considerable contributions
through an amazing spirit of volunteerism.

2. Key focus areas and outcomes
When reviewing the period in question there are a few clear areas that emerge as
important outcomes namely:2.1 Monitoring and violence prevention
The national elections provided the key platform for one of the most important and
dramatic interventions undertaken by the Centre for many years. The impact can
be analyzed as follows:•

Collaboration, co-operation and integrated strategy toward ensuring a
peaceful elections outcome amid a very dangerous environment in the
most violent areas of the City of Cape Town – collaboration included the
AFSC (American Friends Service Committee – financial & other forms of
support) – church groups including Muslims, various residents
associations, the Police and others.

•

The training and mobilization of 400 volunteers covering an area of over 2
million residents in the townships of Mitchell’s Plain and Khayelitsha
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•

Hi-tech achievement of monitoring using cellphone technology and a webbased eye in the sky monitoring of each volunteer monitor – this included
the support of a volunteer Swiss network who were able to develop this
support technology

•

The tremendous goodwill generated and the good feelings of all monitors in
their achievement of successful management and the great experience in
handling sometimes very difficult situations including several areas where
there was violence including gunshots

•

AFSC were highly impressed at the model demonstrated (their motivation)
in a very short period of time which they thought was impossible and went
away with something that they could look at for other African countries
where elections is always a very violent affair

•

The successful co-ordination of logistics of 90 polling stations, feeding of
volunteers, communication and emergency responses
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2.2 Peace Centre Hub
The creation of a centre in one of the largest townships in Africa – Khayelitsha
was a key achievement as an outreach which had started earlier but really came
into its own particularly during the elections campaign and the sourcing of
volunteers and management of the area network during the elections
The Hub also served other purposes in terms of skills development in IT,
communications and other services much needed by the community like
photocopying, use of internet facilities and coming for a chat and a concern.
2.3 The financial crisis
The Peace Centre found itself during the middle of 2019 in a serious financial
crisis due to the failure of many funding applications and in the light of its financial
analysis was forced to put almost its entire staff on a retrenchment package as
required by law (if an organisation is unable to project a secure financial situation
then it is duty bound to inform staff and undertake a process of retrenchment or
any other alternative like short time etc). The Centre was forced to retrench and
ultimate divide the work among those members of the Board who were able to
continue operations with limited administrative staff and contracted service
providers like a bookkeeper on a short term basis and undertake an urgent
fundraising strategy implementation plan.
The plan
The strategy was to use those Board members who were able to undertake
extensive fundraising through personal connections worldwide with immediate
effect.
It was also mooted that we undertake a series of networking efforts using our
resources and developing a co-operative approach for implementation of
programmes given the fact that the Centre has a vast range of resources that took
some million to develop for use in schools and communities and to make these
available to NGOs of similar objectives.
Bothe these approached has varying levels of success and helped considerably
toward the 2020 year which of course was hit hard by the virus
The financial management was however very successful through the dedication
for Board members and volunteers.
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2.4 The Pandemic of COVID-19
Although this dramatic event affected everyone and created havoc with the Peace
Centre finances as funding application abroad had all been postponed for a whole
year leaving a very skeleton operation relying largely on Board members
contributions and very limited administrative and active staff using mainly
volunteers developed from the elections era.
The positive effect of this situation of need created a wonderful environment of a
spirit of co-operation and energy only witnessed during the anti-apartheid era. A
range of operations emerged like feedings schemes with a massive poverty crisis
on our doorstep. Creative activity for children during the complete closure of
schools. Creative approach to online learning.
Through the initiative of the Peace Centre chairman a massive campaign was
implemented in the monitoring of the state COVID response with a focus on the
violent behavior of army and police – this brought into focus the previous network
of volunteers mobilized during the elections. The Peace Centre despite its
skeleton situation had now realized that it still had enormous resources which this
pandemic made us realize and put into effect and which continues to the present
day and currently has taken the following forms of:•
•

•

Support of feeding schemes and harnessing of resources for direct
support to community initiatives
Using volunteers through a co-operation agreement in the training of
communities in a broader use of cellphone technology in prevention of
fraud, greater use in online learning and use of free online learning
support by institutions like Khan Academy, resources research etc
Extending impact into a wider community for future outreach when
other Peace Centres programmes become more viable
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3. Current scenario and future plans
The Centre has undergone a massive learning through this crisis and the pandemic
and has experienced a paradigm shift through lessons learnt. The focus now are
much more networking facilitation skills and co-operation management and shared
use of resources and has to date already seen some remarkable results in this
approach. The old format proved to be financially unsustainable resulting in a much
leaner and mean approach but with greater impact.
The Centre has also noticed that the use of social media has been neglected and thus
started improving and revising this aspect in order to increase levels of support which
has also seen some progress though still very much work in process.
The involvement and wonderful efforts of Board members has created much more
hands-on scenario where Board members are much more involved in day to day
activities and even in the actual management of operations with a skilled
administrator/manager which is currently the situation.
We have also embarked on a fundraising campaign in order to begin getting back to
some of the traditional role of the centre in terms of violence intervention in schools
and communities as school slowly start getting back to their new normal activities. The
social negative impact of the Pandemic has made the need for various interventions
even more urgent. The issue of online learning also becomes now a key factor in our
planning, including teaching of peace skills including the use of AVP
The Pandemic has given rise to great creativity and a new look Peace Centre with
great outreach and impact. The need for wifi-centre where youth and communities can
come and use their cellphones is an area where the centre with other NGOs is now
focused in order to increase outreach and impact.
The financial position of the Peace Centre remains precarious but not without hope.
The UK Quaker links have been rekindled and by the end of the 2020 year will hopeful
begin to realize regular funding as it had for the past 30 years. We are not without
hope particularly with the wonderful spirit of volunteers, Board members and network
NGOs.
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